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Abstract 

Athletic groin pain (AGP) is a chronic, painful condition which is prevalent in players of field 

sports that require rapid changes of direction. Following successful rehabilitation, systematic 

changes have been observed in the kinetics and kinematics of pre-planned change of direction 

manoeuvres, providing insight into potential foci for rehabilitation monitoring and for the 

assessment of interventions. However, changing direction in field sports is often reactive 

rather than pre-planned, and it is not known whether such post-rehabilitation changes are seen 

in reactive manoeuvres. We analysed the stance phase kinetics and kinematics of a 90° 

reactive cutting manoeuvre in 35 AGP patients before and after a successful exercise 

intervention programme. Following the intervention, transverse plane rotation of the pelvis 

towards the intended direction of travel increased, and the body centre of mass was 



positioned more anteriorly relative to the centre of pressure. Ankle dorsiflexion also 

increased, and participants demonstrated greater ankle plantar flexor internal moment and 

power during the second half of stance. These findings provide insight into mechanical 

variables of potential importance in AGP, as identified during a manoeuvre based on a 

common sporting task. 
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Introduction 

Athletic groin pain (AGP) is a prevalent pain presentation in field sports involving activities 

such as sprinting, kicking, acceleration and rapid changes of direction 1–8. Affected athletes 

present with painful structures around the groin and anterior pelvic area, which are commonly 

aggravated by dynamic loading of bony and musculotendinous tissue in the region 9. Multiple 

risk factors have been reported, including sport, playing position, training history and hip 

adductor strength 10,11, but the aetiology and optimal treatment of the condition remain poorly 

understood because AGP often follows a protracted sub-acute presentation, during which 

athletes continue to train and play 1,12, and has a high recurrence rate 13.  

 

Given the preceding sub-acute profile and recurrence rates, recent studies have examined 

multi-planar whole-body movement to investigate potential injury mechanisms and monitor 

changes after a rehabilitation intervention to better understand the biomechanics associated 

with the presence of and recovery from AGP 14–19. The main focus of the research in this area 

to date has been on change of direction manoeuvres, as these are ubiquitous in field sports 

and most-commonly noted as provocative in AGP populations 4,20,21, but jumping and landing 



tasks have also been investigated 17–19. Many of the reported prospective risk factors for AGP 

are associated with impaired neuromuscular function and joint excursion at the hip, such as 

weakness in the adductor musculature and decreased range of motion. These factors might be 

expected to translate into altered kinematics and kinetics during athletic tasks due to the 

relationship between impaired isolated joint-level neuromuscular function and modified 

whole-body segmental dynamics that has been demonstrated for a variety of impairments 

22,23. As the forces applied to body tissues are dependent on the kinematic relationships 

between segments, any deficits in strength or control would be expected to manifest 

themselves across multiple joints and structures 24,25. This premise is supported by the 

findings of studies investigating change of direction manoeuvres in AGP: differences in 

kinetic and kinematic variables in all three planes were identified across the hip, knee, trunk 

and ankle following rehabilitation 14,17 and when comparing those with and without a history 

of AGP 16,17.   

 

Compensatory offloading of weak or painful structures can involve redistribution of work to 

other joints 26,27 and to the contralateral limb 28. In particular, frontal plane control of the torso 

has been implicated in a wide variety of lower limb injuries in multidirectional sports, due to 

the large influence of this relatively high-mass segment on joint torques 29–31. More recently, 

ankle plantar flexor moments and powers in jumping and cutting tasks have been found to 

increase concomitantly with a reduction in AGP symptoms, and to be lower in those 

presenting with AGP than in healthy controls, with corresponding deficits in ankle sagittal 

plane joint quasi-stiffness 14,17,19. The ankle joint has been shown to be the greatest 

contributor to mechanical energy absorption in single-leg landings, modulating the loads 

experienced at more-proximal joints 32,33. Reductions in ankle stiffness may indicate a 

compensatory mechanism to reduce peak forces, or may represent a lack of capacity to 



generate high forces quickly 17. Regardless, lower angle plantar flexor moments and powers 

are associated with slower cut completion times in uninjured athletes 34, showing evident 

correlation with reduced performance. A recent exploratory study in a large cohort of AGP 

patients performing a pre-planned 110° cutting manoeuvre before and after successful 

rehabilitation identified changes in twenty-eight biomechanical variables including reduced 

lateral trunk flexion, increased pelvis rotation in the direction of travel, increased hip flexion, 

reduced knee flexion and increased ankle plantar flexor moment 14. These results not only 

emphasise the potential role of cutting movement strategy in AGP but also highlight the 

potential value of this approach in identifying foci for rehabilitation and evaluating 

interventions.  

 

Cutting manoeuvres in field sports are often reactive, as athletes respond to the movement of 

other players and of the ball. Reactive cutting tasks are associated with greater lower-limb 

joint moments than pre-planned tasks 35–37 and are likely to reflect the movement strategies 

implemented during play more closely 38. Analysis of reactive cutting biomechanics in AGP 

patients may thus highlight variables that are more representative of the movement patterns 

exhibited in the real-world athletic activities that originally induced symptoms and are the 

focus for return to sport. Changes associated with successful rehabilitation hence provide 

potential key targets for AGP intervention and metrics for rehabilitation progress monitoring.  

 

The aim of this study was to investigate changes in kinematic, kinetic and performance 

variables in AGP patients performing a reactive cutting manoeuvre following a successful 

rehabilitation intervention focused on intersegmental control, linear running and change of 

direction mechanics. We hypothesised based on previous findings in pre-planned cutting 

tasks that we would find (a) improved trunk control as characterised by increased body 



rotation in the direction of travel and reduced frontal plane lateral flexion; (b) increased 

sagittal plane ankle dorsiflexion, moments and power; and (c) faster manoeuvre completion 

times after the intervention. 

 

Methods  

Participants 

Thirty-five male recreational multi-directional field sport players with an anatomical 

diagnosis falling under AGP 39 (mean ± SD: age 24.9 ± 5.8 years; height 180.6 ± 6.3 cm; 

mass 78.7 ± 8.6 kg) who had presented at Sports Surgery Clinic, Dublin, Ireland participated 

in this study. This cohort comprised all those who met the eligibility criteria and had 

completed a laboratory testing session prior to a rehabilitation intervention, successfully 

completed the rehabilitation intervention programme (i.e. return to play criteria met as per 14) 

and lastly completed a final laboratory testing session between May 2015 and June 2016. 

Sites of pain were rectus aponeurosis (55%), adductor (26%), iliopsoas (26%) and hip (23%). 

The primary sports played by the participants were Gaelic football (49%), soccer (23%), 

hurling (14%) and rugby (14%). We planned to report only post-intervention biomechanical 

changes with a standardised effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.5 (medium) 40 or above, given the 

exploratory nature of the study, to minimise the over-interpretation of small differences. We 

powered the study to detect point effects of this magnitude: a sample size of 34 is required to 

achieve 80% statistical power with an alpha level of 0.05 for a Cohen’s d of 0.5. As we 

lacked an a priori framework to specify the function of the expected effect we were not able 

to calculate a sample size based on power for comparing curves, but the required sample size 

would be expected to have been overestimated rather than underestimated. Median self-

reported duration of groin pain at the time of the first testing session was 28 weeks (IQR 16-



52 weeks). Informed written consent was obtained from all participants and ethical approval 

for the study was obtained from the Sports Surgery Clinic Hospital Ethics committee 

(25EF011). 

 

Data collection 

Participants completed a 90° maximum-effort reactive cutting task before (PRE) and after 

(POST) an exercise rehabilitation intervention. The task involved running towards a 

stationary mannequin, responding to a visual signal to indicate the direction of the manoeuvre 

(left or right), cutting in the indicated direction and finally passing through a second gate 

(Gate 2 or 3) located 2 m from the mannequin in the new direction of travel (Figure 1). The 

visual signal was given 4 m before reaching the mannequin (as the participant passed through 

Gate 1) and the direction was selected randomly for each trial, continuing until three valid 

trials had been collected in each direction. Total time for the manoeuvre from onset of visual 

signal to passing through the final gate was recorded using photoelectric cells 

(SMARTSPEED timing gates system, Fusion Sport, QLD, Australia). All participants wore 

their own athletic running footwear and completed a standardised warm-up routine comprised 

of jogging, squats and jumps prior to testing. The reactive change of direction task was 

preceded by a battery of tests used for clinical assessment: double and single-leg drop 

landings, hurdle hops and a 110° pre-planned cutting manoeuvre. Participants then completed 

two sub-maximal and one maximal-effort practice trial before data collection commenced. 

Retroreflective markers of 14 mm diameter were positioned on the lower limbs, pelvis and 

trunk of the participant in accordance with a modified Plug-In Gait marker set 34. A ten-

camera optical motion capture system (Bonita B10, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxon, UK) 

was synchronised with two force platforms (BP400600, AMTI, MA, USA) and used to 

record ground reaction forces (GRFs), including the location of the centre of pressure (COP), 



and the positions of the markers at 1000 samples/s and 200 samples/s respectively during 

each trial.  

The rehabilitation programme consisted of three levels: Level 1 focused on intersegmental 

control and strength, Level 2 on linear running mechanics and load tolerance and Level 3 on 

sprinting and multidirectional mechanics. Competency was achieved at each level before 

progression to the next, and participants were able to undertake multi-directional drills pain-

free at maximal intensity before being cleared to return to play and returning for POST 

testing. An extensive description of the rehabilitation programme, progression criteria and 

return to play criteria is given in 14. Briefly, the criteria for progression and return to play 

clearance were negative crossover sign (progression from Level 1 to Level 2); symmetrical 

hip internal rotation at 90°, pain-free squeeze at 45° and symptom-free completion of a 

progressive linear running programme (progression from Level 2 to Level 3); and symptom-

free completion of a sprints and multidirectional drills programme with all tasks completed at 

maximum intensity (return to play clearance and post-intervention laboratory testing). 

Median time between PRE and POST testing sessions was 10.9 weeks (IQR 8.6 - 12.8 

weeks). Participants completed the Copenhagen Hip And Groin Outcome Score (HAGOS) 

questionnaire (Thorborg, Hölmich, Christensen, Petersen, & Roos, 2011) at the time of each 

testing session. 

 

Data processing and analysis 

Only trials in which the participants used the symptomatic side as the stance leg for the cut 

manoeuvre were analysed. GRF and marker position data were filtered using a fourth-order 

zero-lag Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 15 Hz 42. Motion capture data were 

processed using the Vicon Plug-In Gait model to calculate joint and segment mechanics 



(Nexus 2.3, Vicon Motion System Ltd, UK) by applying standard inverse dynamics 

techniques 43. Moments are reported as internal net joint moments. Joint power was 

calculated in each plane as the product of joint moment and angular velocity. Kinetic data 

were normalised to body mass. Stance phase contact time was identified by the start and end 

of the GRF signal (>10 N) and kinematic and kinetic waveforms were then time-normalised 

to 101 data points using a dynamic time warping process 44 to align the end of the braking 

phase across all curves.  

Biomechanical variables analysed were: angle, moment and power at the hip, knee and ankle 

joints in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes; pelvis angles relative to the laboratory 

(global) axis system; thorax angle relative to pelvis angle in the sagittal, frontal and 

transverse planes; GRF in the laboratory x direction (Figure 1); GRF in the laboratory y 

direction; horizontal distance from the body centre of mass (COM) to the centre of pressure 

(COP) in the sagittal plane and the frontal plane. Performance variables were: total time to 

complete the manoeuvre (Gate 1 to final gate), contact time (duration of the cut step stance 

phase), horizontal (x-y plane) velocity of the COM (VCOMH) at stance initial contact and 

VCOMH at stance toe-off.  

 

Paired Student’s t tests were used to test the null hypotheses that performance variables and 

HAGOS subscale scores did not differ between PRE and POST. Statistical parametric 

mapping (SPM; 1D paired t test) was used to identify differences between PRE and POST 

biomechanical variables for the symptomatic side from 0 to 100% stance phase. Significance 

was accepted at α = 0.05. Cohen’s d effect size 40 was calculated in a point-by-point manner 

for differences (0.2-0.5 small; 0.5-0.8 moderate; >0.8 strong) using the time-normalised 

signal and only significant differences with Cohen’s d >0.5 were reported. All statistical 

analyses were performed using MATLAB (R2015a, MathWorks, USA).  



 

Results 

Significant changes with moderate effect sizes were identified in kinematic and kinetic 

biomechanical variables during stance phase (Table 1;  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2). POST-intervention, the COM was positioned more anteriorly relative to the COP 

(58-100% stance phase). Rotation of the pelvis in the transverse plane towards the direction 

of intended travel increased POST-intervention across stance (0-100%). Ankle dorsiflexion 



also increased (27-100% stance phase) and participants demonstrated greater ankle plantar 

flexor internal moment and power during the second half of stance ( 

 

 

Figure 2). We note that we did not find any additional biomechanical variables with 

significant PRE-POST changes and effect sizes below 0.5: the variables reported in Table 1 

are the only ones for which significant differences of any effect size were identified. The 

results and graphs from PRE-POST comparisons for all kinematic and kinetic continuous 

biomechanical variables where no significant differences were found are provided as a 

Supplementary file. No performance variables were found to alter significantly from PRE to 

POST (Table 2) and effect sizes ranged from 0 to 0.27 (trivial to small). 

 

All subscales of HAGOS (Pain, Symptoms, Function in Activities of Daily Living, Function 



in Sport and Recreation, Participation in Physical Activities and Quality of Life) improved 

significantly PRE to POST (p<0.001, Cohen’s d 0.91-1.89; Table 3). 

 

Discussion 

We found significant changes in kinematics and kinetics, but not in performance variables, 

following the rehabilitation intervention. The identified post-rehabilitation increase in 

rotation of the pelvis towards the intended direction of travel, more-anterior position of the 

COM relative to the COP and increase in ankle dorsiflexion, moment and power were all also 

seen in a pre-planned 110° cut in a different experimental cohort 14, indicating commonality 

of post-rehabilitation changes across these manoeuvres despite the difference in change of 

direction angle and anticipation status.  

 

It is notable that the majority of identified changes in biomechanical variables, including all 

changes in kinetic variables, were at the ankle joint. The ankle both modulates the 

transmission of GRFs to proximal structures and is mechanically influenced by the relatively 

high-mass segments of the upper body and proximal limb 45,46. Greater ankle plantar flexor 

power and moment, as observed post-rehabilitation, have previously been associated with a 

reduction in time to complete pre-planned cutting manoeuvres 34,47 and demonstrated an 

increased ability to generate force quickly around the ankle in the sagittal plane. The COM 

was in a more anterior position relative to the COP post-rehabilitation, with a corresponding 

increase in ankle dorsiflexion evident for the majority of stance. Greater dorsiflexion has 

been reported to increase the ability to generate high forces in the ankle plantar flexor 

musculature 48. Similar exercises to those incorporated into the rehabilitation intervention 

(described in detail in King et al. 2018 14) have been found to increase isokinetic plantar 

flexor power and peak torque in various experimental populations 49–51 so the intervention 



might be expected to have developed these qualities. Recent work using a lateral jumping 

task to understand the effects of AGP rehabilitation in a similar cohort also identified greater 

ankle sagittal plane moments and powers after successful rehabilitation 17, suggesting that 

these changes are not task-specific but instead more-generally representative of either 

increased neuromuscular capacity or of decreased protective need to limit peak forces. As 

strength and neuromuscular control at the ankle joint influence the dynamics of the proximal 

segments 52, this study suggests that ankle biomechanics may be a potentially-important focus 

for improving outcomes in AGP rehabilitation. 

 

Previous investigations examining factors associated with sport-related pain in the hip and 

groin region have typically focused on variables appertaining to the pelvis, hip and torso 

10,11,53. We did not identify frontal plane changes indicative of reduced pelvis and thorax 

lateral tilt or lean after rehabilitation, despite both having previously been found with medium 

to large effect sizes (0.62 and 0.79) in a similar pre-planned cutting manoeuvre 14, and also 

did not identify any changes at the hip joint. The lack of hip and torso-related biomechanical 

changes identified here, in contrast to previous findings for pre-planned tasks in similar 

populations 14,17, could be explained by between-study differences in the change of direction 

angle investigated or may be demonstrative of the differing demands present in the reactive 

cut 35,54. We also did not identify significant differences in performance variables (although 

the p value for total time was only just outside the threshold for significance), and effect sizes 

were trivial to small, suggesting that the time and speed measures utilised may not be useful 

markers of AGP rehabilitation status in this manoeuvre and also that the biomechanical 

changes observed are unlikely to be simply correlates of altered speed 34,47,55.  

 

Our analysis was not constrained to variables for which differences had previously been 



identified in pre-planned cutting, due to limited previous studies relating AGP to reactive 

cutting biomechanics and the poor correlations between pre-planned and reactive cutting 56,57, 

so we chose to report only post-intervention biomechanical changes with a Cohen’s d 

standardised effect size of 0.5 (medium) or above to reduce over-interpretation of small 

differences. However, it is not necessarily the case that the largest standardised effect sizes 

correspond to the most clinically important differences, and thus an important focus for future 

studies is to build on this exploratory work and develop greater mechanistic insight into the 

relationship between biomechanics and AGP. Although our results demonstrate that 

biomechanical changes following improvement in AGP symptoms can be observed in this 

reactive manoeuvre, the study design does not enable discrimination between AGP as a cause 

and as a consequence of the pre-intervention biomechanics. It also does not enable the 

improvement in symptoms and PRE-POST movement strategy changes to be conclusively 

ascribed to the rehabilitation intervention, although the 28-week median average symptom 

duration (IQR 16-52 weeks) prior to the PRE testing session suggests that the intervention is 

likely to have had an effect on outcomes. The term AGP is used inclusive of all areas of 

palpatory tenderness described in the Doha agreement on terminology of hip and groin pain 

58. However, the majority of the participants’ main site of palpatory pain on resisted sit up 

was an area superior to the adductor tubercle but below the pubic tubercle, which we refer to 

as rectus aponeurosis. This area of palpatory tenderness is not covered in the Doha agreement 

and the palpatory anatomy hence requires further explanation and differentiation.  

 

Although the manoeuvre involved a reactive component in terms of the direction of the turn, 

the participant was aware that a change of direction would be required so the task was not 

fully unanticipated, limiting direct comparability to many sporting situations. Reactive 

cutting mechanics are known to be affected by the nature and timing of the stimuli used to 



indicate the direction of the turn 59,60, so altering the time available to prepare for the 

manoeuvre or the type of stimulus presented may have reduced, accentuated or altered the 

changes we identified. The presence of separate sub-groups with distinct movement patterns 

in the AGP population 15 may have masked additional changes in outcome variables and 

future studies should investigate whether this is the case. 

 

Conclusion 

Systematic changes in the kinetics and kinematics of a 90° reactive cutting manoeuvre were 

found in patients previously diagnosed with AGP following a successful conservative 

exercise-based rehabilitation intervention. All identified changes were also previously 

observed in a pre-planned 110° cut in a different experimental cohort 14, suggesting that these 

post-rehabilitation modifications to movement are robust to differences in anticipation status. 

The localisation of kinetic changes to the ankle joint is notable, and suggests that the role of 

altered distal limb mechanics as a cause or consequence of AGP may warrant further 

investigation.  

 

Perspective 

Whilst previous studies have indicated that kinetic and kinematic changes in various 

pre-planned movement tasks can be observed following successful rehabilitation of 

athletic groin pain, this is the first time such changes have been demonstrated in an 

unplanned reactive sport-specific manoeuvre. The differences in pelvis rotation and 

COM positioning relative to foot placement are suggestive of improved upper body 

control, whilst the increased ankle sagittal plane moment and power in the second half 

of stance phase provides insight into the potential role of distal limb function in athletic 

groin pain. Our findings highlight potential key targets for AGP intervention and 



metrics for both monitoring rehabilitation progress in athletes and evaluating 

interventions.   
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Tables 

Table 1. Significant differences between PRE- and POST-intervention biomechanical 

variables. Means reported for the phase in which a significant difference between groups was 

identified. 

 

Variable 
Phase 

(%) 

Mean ± SD 

PRE  

Mean ± SD 

POST 

 

Mean % 

change 

PRE to 

POST 

 

p 
Effect 

size 

COM 
Distance to COP 
(mm) 

A-P 58-100 203 ± 81.5 266 ± 75.4 n/a <0.001 0.58 

Pelvis Angle (°) Transverse 0-100 35.2 ± 11.4 45.4 ± 11.9 n/a <0.001 0.66 

Ankle 

Angle (°) Sagittal 27-89 19.4 ± 9.2 24.6 ± 8.4 n/a <0.001 0.67 

Moment (N.cm.kg-1) Sagittal 64-80 29.4 ± 6.7 33.8 ± 6.2 15.1 0.003 0.67 

Power (W.kg-1) Sagittal 79-88 9.4 ± 3.7 11.8 ± 3.8 25.8 <0.001 0.66 

Note. PRE = pre-intervention; POST = post-intervention; COM = centre of body mass; COP = centre 
of pressure; A-P = antero-posterior; SD = standard deviation. Effect sizes reported are Cohen’s d 
standardised effect size. Percentage changes are reported only for those variables that should be 
interpreted as ratio data in this context. 

 

 

Table 2. PRE- and POST-intervention performance variables 

 

Variable PRE mean ± SD POST mean ± SD 

 

Mean % 
change PRE to 

POST 

 

p 
Effect 
size 

Total time (s)  1.86 ± 0.12 1.83 ± 0.10 -2.1 0.06 NS 0.27 

Contact time (s) 0.34 ± 0.05 0.34 ± 0.05 0 0.97 NS 0.00 

VCOMH at start of 
stance (ms-1) 

2.82 ± 0.30 2.86 ± 0.28 0.04 0.55 NS 0.14 

VCOMH at end of 
stance (ms-1) 

2.64 ± 0.22 2.69 ± 0.21 0.05 0.23 NS 0.23 

Note. PRE = pre-intervention; POST = post-intervention; VCOMH = horizontal velocity of the body centre 
of mass. Effect sizes reported are Cohen’s d standardised effect size. 



Table 3. Hip And Groin Outcome Score (HAGOS) results 

 

Subscale PRE POST p Effect size 

Symptoms 63.2 ± 15.3 78.9 ± 11.3 <0.001 1.17 

Pain 76.5 ± 13.4 87.2 ± 9.9 <0.001 0.91 

ADL 77.2 ± 16.5 90.1 ± 11.1 <0.001 0.92 

Sport and Rec 52.3 ± 15.8 80.3 ± 13.7 <0.001 1.89 

PA 21.4 ± 21.7 50.7 ± 28.5 <0.001 1.16 

QOL 36.1 ± 16.6 55.0 ± 18.9 <0.001 1.07 

Note. PRE = pre-intervention; POST = post-intervention; ADL = activities of daily living; Sport and Rec 

= sports and recreational activities; PA = participation in physical activity; QOL = quality of living. 
Effect sizes reported are Cohen’s d standardised effect size. PRE = pre-intervention; POST = post-

intervention 

  



Figures 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The experimental task (not to scale). Three timing gates were used, the first to 

trigger the direction signal and start the time recording (‘Gate 1’; black filled circles) and the 

others (‘Gate 2’ and ‘Gate 3’) to signal turns to the left and the right respectively (coloured 

triangles indicate the location of the signal light; black filled circles indicate the 

corresponding boundary of each gate). The force platforms are marked schematically as grey 

filled rectangles. The laboratory global x and y axes are marked and defined in the lower 

right of the figure; z is vertical. The thick broken line indicates an example trial in which the 

participant cut from the right leg, responding to a visual signal at Gate 2.  

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 2. Graphical representations of biomechanical variables with significant PRE-POST 

changes. (A) horizontal distance from the COM to the COP in the sagittal plane; (B) pelvis 

angle in the transverse plane; (C) ankle angle in the sagittal plane; (D) ankle moment in the 

sagittal plane; (F) ankle power in the sagittal plane. Dashed red line represents PRE-

intervention mean; unbroken black line represents POST-intervention mean. Shading 

represents ± 1 SD for each condition. The lower panels in each subfigure report the SPM{t} 

curves (middle panel) and pointwise Cohen’s d standardised effect size (bottom panel), with 

regions of significant difference (i.e. where SPM{t} exceeds the critical threshold) indicated 

with orange shading.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


